Rereading the Classics

Metaphysical Poetry and New Criticism
---------------------------------------------Shigeharu Ando

The Policy of Emperor Kanmu in *Nihonryoiki*
-----------------------------------------------Nobuhiro Itoh

The Characteristics of Soseki Natsume’s Early Popular Works:
From the Viewpoint of Narrative
---------------------------------------------Shoichi Shibata

Harmony and Death: “Little Gidding” as a War-Spirit Boosting Poem
-------------------------------------------------------------------Akitoshi Nagahata

The Garden Inclosed in Haruki Murakami
------------------------------------------Tomoyuki Nishikawa

A Mexican Tragedy: The Mutilation of a Cinematic Masterpiece
--------------------------------------------------------Peter B. High

Listening to the “Vienna Classics” Once More
--------------------------------------------Tagiru Fujii

Archetypal Landscape of the Political
---------------------------------------Satoshi Fuse

Rereading Lu Xun’s *Ben Yue*: How has Chang-e been
after leaving home?
----------------------------------------------Yukiyo Hoshino

Rereading Ogai Mori’s “The Abe Clan”: What is the Subjectivity
of Japanese Men?
-----------------------------------Isako Matsumoto

Rereading Bodies in Shakespeare’s Plays
----------------------------------------Koichi Muranushi

Authority and Subversive Narrations: Rereading the *Canterbury Tales*
----------------------------------------------------------------David S. Ramsey

Narrative Mechanism and Darkness in Soseki Natsume’s *Kofu*
-------------------------------------------------------------Takashi Wakui

A New Look at *The Lord of the Rings* as a Classic of Epic Fantasy:
The Crown and the Clown
---------------------------------Miki Watanabe